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Disclaimer
The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable are written by the
MATILDA Consortium partners under EC co-financing (project H2020-ICT-761898) and do not
necessarily reflect the view of the European Commission.
The information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is given
that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The reader uses the information at his/her
sole risk and liability.

Copyright
Copyright © 2020 the MATILDA Consortium. All rights reserved.
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ETAIREIA PERIORISMENIS EFTHYNIS (UBITECH)
INTERNET INSTITUTE, COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS AND CONSULTING LTD (ININ)
INCELLIGENT IDIOTIKI KEFALAIOUCHIKI ETAIREIA (INC)
SUITE5 DATA INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED (SUIT5)
NATIONAL CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH “DEMOKRITOS” (NCSRD)
UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL (UNIVBRIS)
AALTO-KORKEAKOULUSAATIO (AALTO)
UNIVERSITY OF PIRAEUS RESEARCH CENTER (UPRC)
ITALTEL SPA (ITL)
BIBA - BREMER INSTITUT FUER PRODUKTION UND LOGISTIK GMBH (BIBA)
SUITE5 DATA INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED (S5).
This document may not be copied, reproduced or modified in whole or in part for any purpose
without written permission from the MATILDA Consortium. In addition to such written
permission to copy, reproduce or modify this document in whole or part, an acknowledgement of
the authors of the document and all applicable portions of the copyright notice must be clearly
referenced.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable D7.7 “Communication Activities Report - Final” presents the MATILDA
communication results with reference to the second reporting period of the project from
September 2018 to July 2020. This Deliverable is therefore the prosecution of the first version
of the Communication Activities Reports, D7.3, covering the period from the start of the
project, 1 June 2017, to M15, August 2018.
This document’s focus is about the activities of Task 7.7 “Communication Activities”, that
are an important part of the work addressed within the more general context of WP7
“Dissemination, Communication, Exploitation and Business Planning”, that, in turn, represents
a very crucial WP, since communication, dissemination and exploitation activities are among
the most important elements for a successful and durable project.
This deliverable has no direct interdependency with other specific tasks of the workplan,
because the communication process is a horizontal activity; its aim is mainly to highlight the
communication activities achievements in order to evaluate their effectiveness.
During the reporting period, the MATILDA communication activities concentrated to
communicate and disseminate the project completed framework mature results through all
the available channels.
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1 Introduction
In compliance with the guidelines presented in D7.1 “Communication Roadmap”, and with
the contents presented in the D7.3 “Communication Activities Report Halfway”, the
communication efforts of the MATILDA consortium are oriented to increase the project
visibility to the identified target groups, highlighting the main outcomes, the results achieved
and the future plans.
The communication activities have received a special care to attract the stakeholders’
interest, among the huge amount of information around, and therefore deserved the highest
effort in planning, implementation and continuous verification against the defined Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to decide and apply appropriate consequent actions in any
deviation case.
This deliverable constitutes the final of two project communication reports, marked as
public, and it covers the activities between 1 September 2018 and 30 July 2020. This
deliverable clearly refers to the roadmap defined in D7.1 and follows the D7.3 covering the
halfway part, from the project starting date 1 June 2017 to 31 August 2018; as explained in
D7.3, since D7.1 is marked as confidential, relevant information from the original document
has been enclosed, where appropriate, in the current document, which is open to public
readers. This report is a direct output of Task 7.3 “Communication Activities and Data
Management” and it complements the corresponding report D7.6 “5G-PPP Interaction,
Dissemination, Clustering & Standardisation Activities Report - Final”, which describes the
final report of the activities of Task 7.1 “Dissemination, Clustering and Standardization
Activities”.
The document is structured in three main sections: i) introduction and purpose, ii) review
of the MATILDA communication means, including, where appropriate, a comparison between
the achieved results and the defined KPIs, iii) conclusions.

1.1 Purpose and Scope
Communication activities are of paramount importance for the success of the project, whose
objective, beside technical and scientific achievements, is also, indeed, the most effective
diffusion of knowledge, in order to raise awareness, interest and engagement of potential
supporters, end users and customers. To this aim, MATILDA took advantage on all the most
suitable tools, from electronic and printed means to the project portal web site, from social
media to the delivery of customised (to the audience) presentations, and so on and so forth.
The main objectives of this final report are:



Providing updated information about the communication of MATILDA’s outcomes.
Providing a final assessment of the effectiveness of the communication roadmap (see
deliverable D7.1) against the specified KPIs’ quantitative metrics.
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2 MATILDA Communication Roadmap
The MATILDA communication roadmap defined in the deliverable D7.1 has been the main
and key strategical source for the communication activities within the project. For this reason,
the communication plan has been prepared and released very early in the project life (M3) as
it constitutes the foundation of WP7, by defining a clear strategy in terms of responsibilities,
scheduling, tools and communication channels.
The main objectives that MATILDA communication plan pursued:






Catch the attention at the local, National and International levels about the project
scope and outcomes
Increase the MATILDA Consortium partners’ reputation and visibility
Generate industrial interest
Generate market demand
Facilitate the networking activity with potential partners for future collaboration including
gifted scientists interested in joining the consortium’s institutions and enterprises

The main communication items and channels covered in the current document are the
following:









Project Logo
Project Website
Social Media
Project Poster
Project Flyer
Online Publications
Press releases
Newsletters

For each of the aforementioned item/channel, in the following sections we provided a
concise description and, where relevant, additional information such their measured impact
in terms of KPIs.
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3 Project Logo
The official MATILDA project logo, already presented in D7.3, and depicted in Figure 1 and
Figure 2, in horizontal and vertical version, respectively, has been maintained unchained
without any necessity for any restyling activity.
The originally conceived logo, inspired by the young, and genial, girl interpreter of the
namesake movie and further elaborated and abstracted to remind an orange-similar cloud
shape over a cyan server, has effectively world-wide represented the MATILDA holistic 5G
innovative framework thorough all the project life in conferences, live demos, events, social,
and so on and so forth.
Here are presented the MATILDA’s logos that have successfully been used in all the past
MATILDA’s project phases, now in the project finalization and conclusive presentations and
demonstrations and that will be associated to the project also after the project end for future
references needs.

Figure 1: Horizontal version of MATILDA logo

Figure 2: Vertical version of MATILDA logo
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4 Project public website
The MATILDA public website, reachable at the following URL: http://www.matilda-5g.eu,
proved to be the most effective project communication tool.
It collected and presented the public information about the project since the starting
phases. It was conceived and designed to provide the largest possible audience to the external
communication activities and also as a powerful tool for the dissemination requirements.
The MATILDA public website was implemented with high usability standards in mind and,
in fact, demonstrated to be a very user-friendly communication tool. The first version of the
public website was launched early in July 2017, based on the Content Management System
(CMS) Joomla! and with a template able to adapt the site layout to well fit both the standard
PC monitors and the smartphone/tablet smaller screens. The website has been progressively
updated and enriched during the whole project lifetime, presenting the project outcomes
under the responsibility of WP7 leader from the first architectural deliverables and first
events, in the first steps of the project, to the last release of the MATILDA code dedicated page
that, at the time of writing, is just going to be added.
Referring to the communication plan defined in D7.1, the MATILDA public website has been
one of the main communication channels1 with which the project has been capable to expose
the most relevant information to the wide public.
The public area comprises the following sections, accessible from the main menu:








Home
Vision
Use-cases
Outcomes
Events
News
Partners

while the following sections have been highlighted in a dedicate stripe with icon menu:





1

Our Vision
Who We Are
Latest News
Flyers, Whitepapers & Newsletters

See for the entire list sec. 5 “Communication Channels” in D7.1 “Communication Roadmap”, p. 14.
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Figure 3: The MATILDA public website, an updated snapshot of the homepage

Figure 4: MATILDA public website, an updated snapshot of the “Latest News” section
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Figure 5: MATILDA public website, a snapshot of the “Tweets” section

4.1 Communication Activities
The public website was indeed the privileged showcase for publicizing and disseminating
the research activities carried out in the project.
The MATILDA partners continuously added into the public website any communication
activity that they realized, by means of the dedicated form accessible from the private area. All
the communication activities have been gathered and listed in the “Dissemination and
Communication Activities” table under the “MATILDA Outcomes”2 section; some of them have
been also emphasized with dedicated news or tweets.
Please note that during the first phase of the project, news have been published as tweets;
subsequently, upon suggestion of the reviewers, to separate sections for news and tweets
have been introduced (please see Figure 4 and Figure 5).

2

http://www.matilda-5g.eu/index.php/outcomes
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4.2 Progress against KPIs
Website analytics provides an essential tool to monitor number of visits, number of unique
visitors, number of downloads, visitors’ distribution, and so on and so forth.
The following tables and figures present several statistics from the website for the period
spanning from September 2018 to July 2020.
Table 1 reports the total number of visits per month for the MATILDA public website.
Comparing them with the halfway project previous results (already presented on D7.3) we
can appreciate how the increasing communication efforts, and the focus on the main
communication tools have allowed to increase the average visitors’ numbers to more than
double.

Year

2018

2019

Month

Visits

Sep

5391

Oct

5254

Nov

4132

Dec

4546

Jan

3401

Feb

3755

Mar

5032

Apr

4398

Maj

4502

Jun

4005

Jul

5605

Aug

2679

Sep

3747

Oct

4049

Nov

3932

Dec

4768
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Year

2020

Month

Visits

Jan

4680

Feb

4399

Mar

5390

Apr

5130

Maj

5830

Jun

9319

Jul

6340

Table 1: Number of website visitor – final view

Year

2018

Month

Visits

February

504

March

1235

April

988

May

1967

June

3453

July

2836

August

2684

Table 2: Number of website visitor – halfway view

In Table 2, it is possible to better appreciate the positive trend of the monthly visits in a
graphical representation. Please note that the worst point is positioned around the August
vacation period, as expected, and he positive increasing ramp from August toward the project
conclusion.
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Figure 6: Visitors’ trend graphical representation

It is indeed interesting to consider also the number of unique visitors by referring to
following Table 3 and Figure 7, which show again a positive trend in the numbers of visits.
Year

2018

2019

Month

Visits

Sep

2970

Oct

2642

Nov

2269

Dec

2666

Jan

1997

Feb

2269

Mar

1907

Apr

2513

Maj

2097

Jun

2253

Jul

2032

Aug

1998

Sep

1389

Oct

1604

Nov

1736

Dec

2076
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Year

2020

Month

Visits

Jan

2038

Feb

1728

Mar

2547

Apr

1708

Maj

1842

Jun

3099

Jul

1963

Table 3: Number of website unique visitors

Figure 7: Unique visitors’ trend graphical representation
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The visitors’ distribution per country is represented in Figure 8, while in Table 4 the
number of public documents’ downloads is reported. A simple comparison with the Table 5
numbers presented in the first report makes clear the great improvements achieved also from
this point of view.

Figure 8: Visitors’ distribution per country

Public Document

Downloads

D1.1 - MATILDA Framework and Reference Architecture

1596

D1.2 - Chainable Application Component & 5G-ready
Application Graph Metamodel

753

D1.3 - VNF/PNF & VNF Forwarding Graph Metamodel

747

D1.4 - Network-aware Application Graph Metamodel

434

D1.5 - Deployment and Runtime Policy Metamodel

432

D1.6 - Supported Verticals, Use Cases and Acceptance
Criteria

632

D2.2 - 5G-Ready Applications and Network Services
Development Environment and Marketplace

172

D3.2 - Intelligent Orchestration Mechanisms

286

D4.2 - Network and Computing Slice

493
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Public Document

Downloads

D6.1 - Evaluation Framework and Demonstrators Planning 750
D6.7 - Validation Results, Performance Evaluation and
Adoption Guidelines - First demonstration and evaluation
phase

235

D7.2 - 5G-PPP Interaction, Dissemination, Clustering &
Standardisation Activities Report - Halfway

404

D7.3 - Communication Activities Report - Halfway

322

MATILDA Flyer

954

MATILDA Newsletter - Issue 1

789

MATILDA Newsletter - Issue 2

377

MATILDA Newsletter - Issue 3

426

MATILDA Newsletter - Issue 4

435

Table 4: Public documents’ downloads - final view

Public Document

Downloads

D1.1 - MATILDA Framework and Reference Architecture

235

D1.2 - Chainable Application Component & 5G-ready
Application Graph Metamodel

152

D1.3 - VNF/PNF & VNF Forwarding Graph Metamodel

144

D1.4 - Network-aware Application Graph Metamodel

130

D1.5 - Deployment and Runtime Policy Metamodel

109

MATILDA Flyer

292

MATILDA Newsletter - Issue 1

96

Table 5: Public documents’ downloads - halfway view

Table 6 reports the main KPIs that have been defined in the project’s communication
roadmap (please see deliverable D7.1) regarding the public website.
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Communication
means

MATILDA public
website

Target range

KPI

(throughout project
lifetime)

Number of project
updates

≥ 20

Average number of
views per project
update

≥ 500

Number of distinct
visitors

≥ 2000

Number of downloads
≥ 5000
of online material

Final value

≃ 30
> 1000

> 40000
> 7500

Table 6: MATILDA public website KPIs

According to the statistics presented above in this section, the MATILDA public website
exceeded the expectations; therefore, it can be deemed that it well demonstrated its
capabilities of attracting readers and maintaining their interest.
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5 Social Media
The MATILDA project leveraged on several social media for a better project communication
and also to increase the experiences and knowledge exchanges among professionals and
stakeholders.
For this reason, four different accounts have been created on:





Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
Facebook

Twitter was indeed the best media for conveying short messages to followers and therefore
was considered crucial, especially during events where the consortium activity was
advantageous to be populated instantly. LinkedIn, Facebook and YouTube (for videos) have
also demonstrated to be useful ways to reach a larger audience on different segments.
Consolidated experience with social media has demonstrated that messages need to be
customized to the social used and to the different audience (for example, Twitter users tend to
more “dynamic” than those of other social media).
The primary Point of Contact (PoC) for the management of the MATILDA social media
during the project lifecycle was Mr. Orazio Toscano (Ericsson), who took care of maintaining
the social media accounts of MATILDA, providing updates on project events and responding to
any post or question with the help of the whole consortium, to find out and invite people
potentially interested in the project outcomes and to suggest any other important source of
information.
In addition to the MATILDA website and SM is important, anyway, to mention the precious
activities of the MATILDA’s partners that leveraged on their website, Social Media and
different communication channels to effectively spread the MATILDA outcomes all over the
world. Only as a practical example, the communication Work Package Leader, Atos, designed
three powerful campaigns for the EuCnC event, the MATILDA Workshop and the BVME
whitepaper, with a mean audience of around 300K Unique Visitors of each website per month
(estimated using the online tool SiteWorthTraffic3).

5.1 Twitter
The MATILDA’s Twitter account username used for the MATILDA project is @matilda5g,
and the homepage is reachable at the following URL: https://twitter.com/matilda5g.
Twitter resulted to be the best channel to inform the MATILDA’s followers with updated
information about the project’s progresses and activities. Moreover, it demonstrated to be a
very effective tool to follow other related projects and initiatives.

3

www.siteworthtraffic.com
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Figure 9: MATILDA's Twitter account – Final view

At present, MATILDA is following 103 Twitter accounts, related to other pertinent innovative
projects, open source communities, magazines, journals, and highly innovative companies, and,
has reached 301 followers, increasing the halfway project numbers (Figure 10) of 192%.

Figure 10: MATILDA’s Twitter account – halfway project view

Hereinafter, we present some statistics and analytics data gathered from Twitter Analytics,
the official Twitter site for statistics and audience concentrations.
Particularly interesting, Figure 11 and Figure 13 depict more in details the statistics related
to the number of the tweets’ impressions compared to the first reporting period of the project,
reported in Figure 12 and Figure 14, and confirm a great increase, as expected considering the
significant increase in the number of followers.
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Figure 11: MATLDA's twitter impressions sample - Final view

Figure 12: MATLDA's twitter impressions sample - halfway view
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Figure 13: MATILDA top tweets – Final view

Figure 14: MATILDA top tweets – halfway view
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Target range

Communication
means

KPI

MATILDA
account

Number of followers

Twitter

Final Number

(throughout project
lifetime)

≥ 200

301

Table 7: MATILDA’s Twitter KPI

Considering the target values for the MATILDA’s Twitter account KPI reported in Table 7
and the number of followers presented above, the MATILDA’s Twitter account exceeded the
expectation of 46% and demonstrated to be able to serve its purpose very effectively.

5.2 LinkedIn
The MATILDA’s LinkedIn profile is named Matilda Project, and its homepage is reachable
at the following URL: https://www.linkedin.com/in/matilda-project-a43b6114a/.
As of the time of writing, the MATILDA LinkedIn site has got 516 connections (see Figure
16) with a very good improvement in comparison to the halfway numbers.
Considering that Twitter has been more intensively used for announcing project related
events this can considered a very interesting result.
Considering the target values for the MATILDA’s Linkedin account KPI reported in Table 8
and the number of connection presented above, the MATILDA’s Linkedin account exceeded
the expectation of 69% and demonstrated to be able to serve its purpose very effectively.
To give an interesting example, the latest LinkedIn post, by MATILDA Project’s Coordinator,
Prof. Franco Davoli, dealing with the latest MATILDA workshop, largely advertised in advance
leveraging on the MATILDA website and Twitter, received so far 2965 views and 40
comments!

Figure 15: LinkedIn Latest Post dealing with the MATILDA workshop
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Figure 16: MATILDA's LinkedIn homepage

Table 8: MATILDA’s LinkedIn KPI

Communication
means
LinkedIn
group

KPI

MATILDA Number of
members

Target range

(throughout project
lifetime)

group ≥ 300

Final Number

516
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5.3 YouTube
The MATILDA’s YouTube channel is named Matilda Project, and its homepage is reachable
at the following URL:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFbGjARCa32akAXlVKy7-IQ.
As of the time of writing, the MATILDA YouTube channel analytics showed 336 views for
the different videos published so far (Figure 17).
We can appreciate in particular the significant number of views relative to the “The Matilda
Project” video, prepared after the convergence of the project architectural phase, and the
rapidly increasing numbers of views of the latest three videos, just published to give a final
project phase appropriate perspective of many important topics.
Considering the target values for the MATILDA’s YouTube account KPI reported in Table 9
and the number of views presented above, the MATILDA’s YouTube account already exceeded
the expectation of 41% and demonstrated to be able to serve its purpose very effectively.
(Please note that, as shown in Figure 17, at the time of writing, the latest additional videos
have been just added and, therefore, the KPI will further largely exceed the expectations).

Figure 17: MATILDA’s YouTube page

Target range

Communication
means

KPI

MATILDA YouTube
channel

Number of views

Final Number

(throughout project
lifetime)

≥ 300

485

Table 9: MATILDA YouTube KPI
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5.4 Facebook
The MATILDA’s Facebook profile is named Matilda Eu, and its homepage is reachable at the
following URL: https://www.facebook.com/matilda.eu.37.
In spite of the greatest focus reserved to the MATILDA website and to Twitter, as they
provided to be the most effective and suitable communication tools, and in spite of the
Facebook mediocre vocation for scientific matters, the relations KPI (please refer to Table 10),
has been matched with a good margin especially targeting a less technical arena.

Figure 18: MATILDA’s Facebook homepage

Communication
means
Facebook MATILDA
relations

KPI
Number of relations

Target range

Final Number

≥ 200

370

(throughout project
lifetime)

Table 10: Facebook MATILDA relations KPI
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6 Project Poster
The MATILDA’s poster, released after the end of the architectural phase, has been usefully
used through the project life as a clear aid to illustrate information regarding the framework’s
architecture, the application-aware network configuration, along with some general content.
In particular, the poster was conceived to provide information about (see Figure 19):





What is MATILDA: brief introduction to the MATILDA project
Highlights: including main project benefits
Partners and project details: including duration, Grant Agreement number, budget, and
contact details
Conceptual diagrams of the MATILDA high level architecture and of the ApplicationAware Network Configuration

The poster has been disseminated through our social media accounts, and a printed version
was effectively used to help dissemination in public events.
In addition to this main project poster, other ones have been dedicated to particular events
or particular demos to better highlight the proper aspects according to the context and the
purpose (please see Figure 20 and Figure 21).

7 Project Flyer
The MATILDA’s flyer has been conceived and designed as an additional aid to support the
communication and dissemination activities. It was prepared and released in an initial version
in January 2018 and an upgraded version released in June 2018 was usefully used in
communication and dissemination events.
The flyer has been designed as a three-column brochure in A4 size format.
This first version of the flyer provided information about (see Figure 22 and Figure 23):






MATILDA Key Targets
MATILDA Consortium and Contact Details
MATILDA Main Vertical Demos
MATILDA High Level Architecture
MATILDA Top Deliverables

The second version of the flyer provided information about (see Figure 24 and Figure 25):







MATILDA Key Targets
MATILDA Consortium and Contact Details
MATILDA Main Vertical Demos
MATILDA Key Impact on Stakeholders
MATILDA Goals
MATILDA Architectural Framework

As of the time of writing, the project flyer has been downloaded 929 times.
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Figure 19: MATILDA poster
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Figure 20: MATILDA Poster for EuCNC 2018
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Figure 21: MATILDA poster for EuCNC 2019
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Figure 22: MATILDA Flyer, 1st version, p.1

Figure 23: MATILDA Flyer, 1st version, p.2
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Figure 24: MATILDA Flyer, 2nd version, p.1

Figure 25: MATILDA Flyer, 2nd version, p.2
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8 Press Releases


COSMOTE:
o Organization of company internal meetings with representatives of the Engineering
and the Marketing Departments of COSMOTE where the project scope, expected
results, and progress has been presented, as well as external meetings with other
industry representatives e.g. from the Ministry of Greek National Defense (to a
Committee responsible for the research and innovation activities of the Greek
industries) in Feb/2020.
o Information about the MATILDA project and direct link to the official MATILDA
project website permanently hosted under COSMOTE’s.
URL: https://www.cosmote.gr/cs/otegroup/en/matilda.html
o Likewise, the MATILDA project has been listed in the Annual Corporate
responsibility report of OTE Group for 2018.
URL: https://www.cosmote.gr/otegroup_company/sustainability/reports/ote/eng/2018.pdf,
p.51/80 (ENG, GR)
o It has also been included in the Annual Corporate responsibility report of OTE Group
for 2019 (to be published online within the next months).



ORANGE:
o Press Release for Orange’s great achievements in the context of the first commercial 5G
network launch in Romania, dealing with the Romania important testbed for Orange
innovations and latest technologies and the important involvement on Europe’s Horizon
2020 research and development projects with MATILDA in the first line.
URL: https://www.orange.com/en/Press-Room/press-releases/press-releases2019/Orange-s-first-commercial-5G-network-launched-in-Romania
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9 Newsletters
The MATILDA’s newsletters demonstrated to be an exceptional mean to present, in a
synthetic way, the various activities treated by MATILDA, detailing the project developments,
the deliverables’ findings and the outcomes reached during the project progress, providing
also some hints coming from the project’s meetings and the collaboration among partners.
MATILDA’s periodic newsletters have been issued according to the communication
roadmap defined in D7.1 and reported in Table 11, which, in turn, has been defined in order to
provide news, articles and information about the project progresses and results, and any
other relevant material up-to-date at the publication time.
All the MATILDA Newsletters have been released according to schedule and published on
the MATILDA public website. The last issue no. 4, released on November 2019, has been
updated on March 2020 to report the changes in the planned events due to the COVID-19
outbreak.
As of the time of writing they received a significant number of downloads, please refer to
Table 11.
Newsletter Issue

Publication Date

Download

MATILDA Newsletter #1

Month 10 (March 2018)

763

MATILDA Newsletter #2

Month 18 (November 2018)

353

MATILDA Newsletter #3

Month 22 (March 2019)

406

MATILDA Newsletter #4

Month 30 (November 2019)

414

Table 11: MATILDA's Newsletter

Figure 26: MATILDA's Newsletter #4 cover and page layout
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Deliverable D7.7

10 Conclusions
This deliverable summarizes the communication activities carried out by the MATILDA
Consortium during the second reporting period of the project, i.e. from 1 September 2018 to
31 July 2020.
The main points taken into account in the MATILDA communication roadmap have been
highlighted; specifically, in the document a section has been dedicated to discuss each of the
following communication item/channel: Project Logo, Project Website, Social Media, Project
Poster, Project Flyer, Online Publishing and Press Releases, and Newsletters. Where
applicable, the achieved KPIs in relation to the expected target have been indicated and
compared with the final numbers.
These comparisons have shown that all the targets have been matched, often largely
exceeding the expectations, demonstrating that the communication process has been
effectively conceived and implemented.
The communication to the wide public of the project achievements is a continuing process
that required a constant effort during the project lifecycle and will certainly be cared also
after the project conclusion.
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